For the NPT Review Conference 2015
An Appeal for Nuclear Abolition:
From the Ancient City of Kyoto to the Citizens of the World

From Kyoto, which is one of the ancient cities of Japan, an appeal for nuclear abolition is sent to the
citizens of the world.
70 years have passed since the U.S. dropped the atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, creating
hundreds of thousands of victims in an instance. During the nuclear armament race between the U.S.
and the former Soviet Union, nuclear weapons have spread to other nations such as the U.K., France,
China, Israel, India, Pakistan and North Korea.
At the same time, due to the spread of nuclear weapons and nuclear energy, humankind has faced
large-scale catastrophes and fear again and again stemming from nuclear-related incidents such as
the Japanese fishing boat crews’ exposure to radiation by the U.S. H-bomb tests at Bikini Atoll in the
South Pacific in 1954, the Chernobyl nuclear disaster in 1986, as well as the Fukushima nuclear
disaster in 2011.
Dr. Hideki Yukawa, who studied in Kyoto and became the first Japanese Nobel Prize-winner for
physics, was strongly opposed to “deterrence theory”, which regards nuclear weapons as “a necessary
evil”. He said that “Humankind can’t coexist with nuclear weapons”. Although Dr. Yukawa is no
longer with us, we believe that the experiences of the repeated tragedies of the past 70 years have
taught us the truth of his words.
In May 2015, the Nonproliferation Treaty Review Conference will be held in NYC. To abolish
nuclear weapons, which threaten the very basis of human life, we wish from the bottom of our heart
for the earliest possible realization of the “Nonproliferation Treaty”.
Appealed by following prominent figures:
有地 淑羽 ARICHI,Yosiha, Representative of Abolition 2000 Network Kyoto
有馬 賴底 ARIMA, Raitei, Head-priest of the Shoukokuji Branch of the Rinzai Sect
安斎 育郎 ANZAI, Ikuro, Honorary Director of Ritsumeikan University International Museum for
Peace
神﨑 清一 KANZAKI, Seiichi, Kyoto YMCA General
須田 稔

Secretary

SUDA, Minoru, Secretary-in-general of Constitution Article 9 Message Project

Steven Leeper Visiting Professor of Kyoto University of Art and Design and Tohoku University of
Art and Design

瀬戸内 寂聴
宗川 吉汪

SETOUCHI, Jakucho, Novelist,Buddhist nun
SOKAWA, Yoshihiro, PhD, Secretary of the Kyoto Branch, The Japan Scientists'

Association
長谷川 千秋 HASEGAWA, Chiaki, former Editor-in-Chief of Asahi-Shimbun Osaka Branch
花垣 ルミ

HANAGAKI,Rumi, Kyoto Society of Atomic and Hydrogen Bomb Victims, Hiroshima

survivor
原 強

HARA ,Tuyoshi,

益川 敏英

MASUKAWA ,Toshihide, Professor of Kyoto Sangyo University,

宮城

泰年

Board chairman of the NPO corporation Consumers Kyoto”

MIYAGI, Tainen, Head-priest(Monsyu) of Shogoin, the Headquarters of

Honzan-Shugen Sect
三宅 成恒
望田 幸男

MIYAKE，Shigenobu, Medical Doctor, Manager of the Kyoto Branch of the IPPNW
MOCHIDA, Yukio, Chairman of the Executive Council of Kyoto Association for

Non-Nuclear Government
渡邉 賢治
Bombs

WATANABE，Kenji

Medical Doctor, Kyoto Council against Atomic and Hydrogen

